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Abstract 
 
Electronic data management is gaining traction a day. Although of the 
existence of the cloud service system, there are many security issues 

regarding the cloud storage. The most critical thing to tackle is the protection 

of data privacy. This paper addresses this issue by introducing a cloud data 
management system focused on cloud storage Proof of Retrievability (PoR) 

that uses a trustable audit service to pre-process and outsource consumer 

data. This study shows low computational overhead for tag production on the 

consumer end. The research efficiency of the paper is acceptable in terms of 
verification time and the total time. 

 

Keywords: Data storage, green cloud, proof of retrievability, data 

integrity,Preservation. 
 

 

1 Introduction 
 

Cloud computing provides the distributed computing environment, which 

is particularly utilized for storage and computation. Cloud computing has got 
many attractive characteristic features such as pay-as-you-go model, 

scalability, elasticity and virtualization. These characteristic features make 

cloud computing more popular. However, the major problems associated 
with the cloud computing are data security and privacy [1,2]. The outsourced 

data will not be under the direct supervision of the user, once the data is  
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outsourced. At this juncture, the users hesitate to outsource their invaluable 

data to the unknown Cloud Service Providers (CSP), as the CSP may misuse 
the data. At this point, three important security dimensions come into picture 

and they are data confidentiality, integrity and availability. Data integrity is a 

crucial issue and several investigations are carried out. The data integrity 
must be verified then and there, so as to assure the data originality. Several 

approaches to guarantee data integrity are in effect. For instance, Provable 

Data Possession (PDP) and Proofs of Retrieveability (PoR) are the popular 

ways, with which the data owner or III-party auditor can verify the data 
integrity without the need of data retrieval. A tiny metadata called the 

homomorphic authenticator or tags is stored with all the data blocks in these 

schemes. When the client needs to check the validity of cloud data, the 
application produces proof along with the authenticators of the chosen blocks 

of data. The data audit is performed by the user or an auditor of a third party 

by analyzing the proof against the public keys.This paper proposes a general 

data access control scheme for multi-authority cloud data storage system 
with a detailed data access control scheme. DAC-MACS can prove better 

decryption and instant revocation, while the EDAC-MACS focus to satisfy 

these goals even when the unrevoked users reveal the updated keys to the 
already revoked user. This article proposes NEDAC-MACS, which mainly 

intends to improve two phases such as secret key formation and attribute 

revocation phases, which can execute with respect to the correctness proof of 
NEDAC-MACS.The proposed work employs four different phases for 

achieving data security and they are client module, cloud storage, cloud audit 

server and security modelling. The client submits the data to the CSP and the 

client can either be individual customers or organizations. The cloud storage 
server is the storage space allotted by the CSP. On the basis of the Service 

Level Agreement (SLA), the data is archived in the storage space, as 

allocated by the CSP. At this stage, an integrity proof is issued by CSP to the 
client. The cloud audit server is the entity which has got more privileges than 

the user. The security modelling phase aims to provide security against 

security threats.  
The remainder of the document is structured accordingly. Section 2 deals 

with the related literature. Section 3 describes the planned research. Section 4 

analyzes the efficiency of the planned research. The final remarks are 

presented in section 5. 

 

2 Review of Literature 
  
The two major issues associated with cloud data storage are security and 

privacy [3-5]. Several related works are presented in the literature for the 

purpose of improving cloud data security or privacy with respect to the cloud 
server side [6,7]. The main focus is rendered towards external verification 

approaches and exclusively public auditing. 
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Data integrity verification is performed on the outsourced data, as it is 

absolute requirement of cloud users. There are several models presented in 

the literature to analyse the cloud data integrity and one of the important 
concepts is the PoR proposed by Jules et al. [8]. However, this strategy is 

relevant only upon the static data saving models like data archive, library and 

so on. This issue is overcome by PDP [9], which is based on blockless 
verification scheme. In this method, the data integrity is checked by 

considering the volume of outsourced data by analysing the group of already 

computed file tags called Homomorphic Verifiable Tags (HVT) or 
Homomorphic Linear Authenticators (HLA). 

In [10], an enhanced PoR scheme is presented with stateless verification 

and this is the first ever scheme based on BLS signature [11]. Here, the data 

integrity proofs are produced and verified on the basis of BLS signature. This 
renders strong security, however it is shorter than the RSA signature. This 

results in the generation of shorter proofs of PoR. The security of both these 

models and compared by PDP scheme by Ateniese et al. [9, 12]. This scheme 
is further enhanced with respect to scalability, yet the biased data dynamics 

and a pre-specified count of challenges alone are possible [13]. 
The PDP scheme with complete verification and data update dynamics is 

proposed by Erway et al. in [14]. The data updates are verified by an updated 
Authenticated Data Structure (ADS), which supports the verifiable updates in 

PDP or PoR works. The ADS is termed as Rank based Authenticated Skip 

List (RASL). Yet, this work does not support public auditability and different 
sized blocks of file. 

A public auditing scheme and full data dynamics based on BLS signature 

is presented in [15]. The data update verification is carried out by Merkle 
Hash (MH) tree. However, the utilization of ADS is not upto the mark, the 

verification of block index can be corrupted and the malevolent server can 

deceive the client by providing some other proof. 
In [16], a random masking technology is employed as an enhancement of 

[15], in order to make sure that the TPA cannot gain information from the 

unprocessed data when the integrity proofs are taken. In this work, a scheme 

presented in [10] is employed for dividing the file blocks into several sectors.  
In [17], the updates and efficiency of data verification is tested for 

smaller updates. Yet, this work is based on an supposition that the cloud 

server stays truthful, while responding to queries. Besides, no works stated 
above have dealt with the multiple replica policy in cloud servers. 

In [18], MR-EDP is proposed for checking the integrity of cloud data 

with numerous replicas in addition to the original file. This work suffers from 

two drawbacks and they are as follows. Here, the verification process is 
carried out secretly and hence, achieving public auditing is a big deal. 

Additionally, it cannot support the dynamic data updates.  
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Whenever a III party auditor is involved in the verification of data with 

multiple replicas, then the client has to store several ADS for all the replicas. 

This results in increased communication overhead. 
 In [19], the transformation of mutual identification protocol to a PDP 

model is explained and the work proposed in [20] permits various service 

providers in a hybrid cloud for proving the data integrity to the data owner. A 
secure data verification model for shared data storage is proposed in [21] and 

effective user management with privacy preservation are discussed in the 

works of [22] and [23] respectively. An innovative data structure namely 
update tree is proposed in [24]. This work is based on a static proof size with 

complete data dynamics but, it cannot deal with public auditing.  

An effective PoR based scheme is proposed in [25], which is based on 

oblivious file system and it conceals the data access model by rearrangement 
and noise inclusion over the outsourced data [26,27]. ORAM is also an 

effective scheme discussed in [28]. 

This work aims to present a secure model for cloud computing platform 
with less overhead and increased security level. 

 

3 Proposed Work 
 

The proposed work comprises of four different modules such as client 
module, cloud storage server, cloud audit server and security modelling and 

all these modules are described in the forthcoming sections. The complete 

process flow of the work is illustrated in figure 1. 
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Figure 1: Overall flow of the work 
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3.1 Client Side 
 

The client side module is a party, which manages a larger set of data, 
which are needed to be stored in cloud server. The rest of the processes such 

as data management and computation must be taken care of by the CSP. The 

client may be a single entity or an enterprise.  

 

3.2 Cloud Storage Server (CSS)  
 

The CSS is another component, which is maintained by the CSP. This 
CSS has ample storage space and all the resources for the purpose of 

managing the client’s data. The CSS needs to present the proof of integrity to 

the clients upon demand. In some cases, the proof of integrity must also be 
passed to the audit server.  

 

3.3 Cloud Audit Server (CAS) 
  

This is the most important component which is comprised of a main 

element TPA. The TPA is proficient in cloud data storage, which the cloud 

users usually lack. The TPA can analyse and report any possibility of risk to 
the users on request. In the proposed work, the CAS produces the tags for all 

files for the users even before the process of data outsourcing to the cloud 

server.  

The PoR model needs to attain better proof and this means that when an 

attacker could produce valid integrity proofs for a file  with respect to non 

The PoR model 's fundamental goal is to show its retrievability. Imprecisely, 
this principle implies that whenever an adversary may provide legitimate F 

file integrity evidence for problems, a PPT machine is produced to retrieve a 

fie  more probable. 

Hence, this process takes place between the challenger  and the 

attacker . Here, the  acts as the audit server and the role of storage 

server is played by . 
 

3.4 Security Model 
  

Initially during the happening of the first attack, the revoked user can 
overhear to acquire the keys of other users and the token is obtained for 

decrypting the secret data as an unrevoked user. During the second attack, 

the revoked user can interrupt the cipher text with the update key, in order to 
extract the secret information.Both these attacks are serious and are needed 

to treated by presenting a secure attribute revocation.  
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The proposed work applies changes in the phases of secret key 

generation and attributes revocation, in order to execute the process with 

better correctness. The performance of the proposed work is analysed and the 
results are as follows. 

 

4 Performance Analysis 
  

The effectiveness of the proposed work is analysed in terms of time cost 

and verification time. From the experimental results, it is proved that the 
proposed work is better in terms of time cost and verification time, which 

when compared to the existing work. 

 
Figure 2: Time cost analysis 

 

 
Figure 3: Verification time analysis 

From the above graphical results, it is proved that the time cost and 
verification time is minimal than the existing work. Thus, the goal of this 

work is satisfied. 
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5 Conclusion 
  

This article proposes a secure system called NEDAC-MACS, which is a 
new scheme based on PoR for cloud. Here, a trustworthy audit server is 

employed for preliminary processing of data and the data is outsourced to the 

cloud server. This reduces the time and computational complexity of 
producing tags. The cloud audit server chacks for the data integrity and the 

outsourced data can be updated on client’s request. This PoR scheme is 

proven to be secure against reset attack, which usually happens during the 
data upload. The proposed work can render public verifiability and dynamic 

data operations. In future, the security model can further be tightened against 

the reset attack and to minimize the communication cost. 
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